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Summary By means of Monte Carlo simulations performed in the C programming
language, an example of scientific programming for the generation of pseudoran-
dom numbers relevant to both teaching and research in the field of biomedicine is
presented. The relatively simple algorithm proposed makes possible the statistical
analysis of sequences of random numbers. The following three generators of pseu-
dorandom numbers were used: the rand function contained in the stdlib.h library
of the C programming language, Marsaglia’s generator, and a chaotic function. The
statistical properties of the sequences generated were compared, identical parame-
ter values being adopted for this purpose. The properties of two estimators in finite
samples of the pseudorandom numbers were also evaluated and, under suitable con-
ditions, both the maximum-likelihood and method of moments proved to be good
estimators. The findings demonstrated that the proposed algorithm appears to be
suitable for the analysis of data from random experiments, indicating that it has a
large variety of possible applications in the clinical practice.
© 2005 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The wide range of use of computer programs with
medical applications is evidenced by the huge vari-
ety of scientific articles that employ such programs

in both biomedical research and clinical practice
[1—6]. Many of these programs with medical appli-
cations produce random situations, including sim-
ulations that model random processes and studies
that require the addition of random noises in more
structured data, applications that depend on gener-
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ators of random numbers. Simulations with random
numbers have even permitted the calculation of the
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statistical variability of different parameters with
sufficient reliability for clinical purposes. Among
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the latter, the pharmacokinetic parameters are in-
dispensable for the development and evaluation of
drugs, so that they are required by international
drug agencies and may influence major decisions
[1].

To state that a particular biological phenomenon
is a random variable implies that the measurement
of the phenomenon occurs in a context of uncer-
tainty, the numerical variable being dependent
upon the result of a random experiment, the
representative model of which is probabilistic.
The construction of probabilistic models has been
widely used in the field of biomedicine as a result
of the innumerable experiments that are not
repeated accurately, even in supposedly identical
conditions, the result of which cannot be predicted
with certainty. This is due to the existence of
factors that influence such result, factors that
are unknown to the observer and/or which are
not under the observer’s control. Thus, a random
experiment may be repeated indefinitely under
essentially unchanged conditions and, even though
its result cannot be stated in advance, it is possible
to describe the set of all its possible results; the
specific results occur in a random fashion, but

decision analysis to compare the possible outcomes
of the two treatment strategies and assess the
impact of varying levels of effectiveness. These
simulations indicated that fewer deaths from
tuberculosis would occur if one of the treatment
strategies were implemented [2]. The optimization
of laser pulse duration and radiant exposure in
combination with cryogen spray cooling on the
thermal response of skin has been studied by using
a Monte Carlo-based optical-thermal model [3],
a model that predicts optimum pulse durations
at which minimal damage to the epidermis and
significant injury within the targeted vascula-
ture occur. Monte Carlo simulation may help in
the design of clinical trials [4], to optimize the
construction of sample pools that could identify
responses to individual peptides using fewer assays
and less patient material than currently needed.
Intravascular brachytherapy has been recognized
as the preferred treatment for coronary restenosis
in routine practice and the Monte Carlo codes have
been used to calculate the dose distributions with
and without a metallic stent in place [5]. Use has
been made of an algorithm based on the Monte
Carlo method in stereotaxic radiosurgery treatment
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when the experiment is repeated an enormous
number of times, a definite pattern emerges. It is
this behavior that makes it possible to construct
a reliable probabilistic mathematical model with
which the most varied random experiments in the
field of biomedicine may be analyzed.

The use of samples of random numbers in
statistical simulations is commonly referred to as
the Monte Carlo model. Although the essential
characteristic of this model is the use of random
sampling techniques for solving a problem, there
are applications of the Monte Carlo method with
no overt random context, such as the inversion
of a linear system of equations. The method is a
powerful technique that has permitted the solving
of mathematical equations and thereby led to sig-
nificant advances in the understanding of complex
phenomena. In a Monte Carlo simulation multiple
replications will be performed and the desired
result is interpreted as a mean of the number of
observations. The result of these random samplings
should be accumulated in an appropriate manner
with a view to performing the calculations of inter-
est. In many practical applications, the statistical
error of the samples should be determined.

The concept of estimating parameters, adopt-
ing an implicit defined statistical model merely
by simulation, affords the Monte Carlo method
potential applications in various areas, including
its widespread use in biomedicine. Monte Carlo
simulation has recently been used [2] to perform
lanning [6], which is another application of the
ethod in clinical practice. The method permits a
imulation procedure with 10,000,000 events and
% maximum variance to be run in 43 s, including
he obtaining of images by computed tomography,
elineation of the target organ to be treated,
nd the calculation of the dose of irradiation on
very transverse, sagittal or coronal planes on the
natomical representation of the body [6].
In many applications of the Monte Carlo method

he process is simulated directly with no need for
he writing of differential equations in order to de-
cribe the functioning of the phenomenon under ob-
ervation. It is a general computational technique
f numerical integration that is able to recreate
he functioning process of an actual phenomenon
ithin a theoretical model. The main problem with
he use of this method for analyzing data is the need
o write a specific computer program for each of
ts applications. The ability to efficiently generate
equences of random numbers with good statistical
roperties is crucial for solving many complex prob-
ems using the Monte Carlo method. As a result of
he vital importance of the use of random numbers
n computer simulations currently employed in the
eld of biomedicine, the present study will examine
he statistical properties of the sequences gener-
ted by three generators of pseudorandom numbers
y means of Monte Carlo simulations constructed
n the C programming language. The proposed al-
orithm makes it possible to analyze experimental
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data obtained from biomedical research and clini-
cal practice.

2. Random number generators

The term random variable may be used to repre-
sent a numerical quantity being observed, a value
that cannot be predicted from knowledge of the ex-
perimental conditions. A sequence of n + 1 numbers
X1, X2, . . ., Xn+1 is random when the number nth
plus 1 (Xn+1) cannot be predicted through the ob-
servation of the first n numbers. In other words, the
information on a given number in any sequence of
numbers does not help predict the next number in
that particular sequence. In a computer simulation
the generator of random variables is a mathemat-
ical algorithm that produces a series of numbers.
Thus random numbers generated by any specific
algorithm are systematic and therefore are truly
neither independent nor random [7]. Hence, the
knowledge of one of the numbers of the sequence
and the knowledge of the algorithm behind the code
makes it possible to predict the number following
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numbers. These methods are mainly based on
the generation of independent variables from the
uniform distribution U(0, 1) and thus the uniform
random number generation is the foundation for
all computer simulation studies [7]. Unfortunately,
some random number generators display imperfec-
tions, such as a loss of uniformity in the sequence of
numbers generated and a serial relationship within
such a sequence. And if the random sequences are
predictable, they are inadequate for many Monte
Carlo calculations [8]. It follows that adopting
random number generators with good uniformity
over a long period is thus very important for this
purpose, because the quality of such generators de-
termines both the absence of systematic errors in
the simulation and the reduction in computer time
for achieving the desired accuracy of the study.

Many random number generators have been pro-
posed in the literature. In the present study random
numbers were generated by means of the rand
function, Marsaglia’s generator, and the chaotic
function recently proposed by González and Pino
[8]. The rand function forms part of the stdlib.h
library of the C programming language. It can gen-
erate a sequence of random integers in the interval
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he known number. However these pseudorandom
umbers are sufficiently random for most compu-
ational purposes, bearing in mind that they have
ood statistical properties. This being so, we shall
enceforth refer to them as random numbers.
The method by which the random variables are

enerated is fundamental for any modeling, even
or the implementation of an algorithm in the
ifferent computer environments employed for
iagnosis and treatment. The generation of random
ariables with a specified distribution is a key issue
n virtually any simulation study and, depending
pon the distribution, there are often several gen-
rating methods that can be used to produce a ran-
om number sequence [7]. It should be noted that
wo good distinct generators of random numbers
hould produce statistically the same result when
ncluded in a particular program. A set of criteria is
esirable [7] for selecting and comparing random
umber generators, such as period length, comput-
ng efficiency, portability, theoretical justification
f randomness, and empirical performance.
In a random number generator the first number

n the sequence is termed the seed. A given seed
ill always generate exactly the same sequence
f numbers when the program is compiled and
xecuted at different moments, since the process
f random number generation is actually random in
he generation of the next number in a sequence,
ut it is totally reproducible. Thus each different
eed leads to a different sequence of random
etween 0 and any integer. In the rand generator
he seed is usually obtained from a list of data and,
n the first occasion on which the function is run in
he simulation program, the value of its argument is
he seed of that particular sequence. The generator
roposed by George Marsaglia is a good generator
f uniform random numbers between 0 and 1, is
elatively fast, has a period approximately equal
o 260, and passes stringent randomness tests [9].
The idea of applying chaos theory to randomness

as produced important results, such as the logit
ransformation applied [8] to the logistic map vari-
ble for producing a sequence with a near Gaussian
istribution. The particular case of the logistic map
sed is

n+1 = 4Xn(1− Xn),

hich has the following exact general solution:

n = sin2(k�2n).

hen k is irrational, the sequence is chaotic.
onzález and Pino [8] generalized this function, so
hat its argument (k�2n) became k�zn, where z will
e a real number. For z integer, the generalized
unction is the general solution to other one-valued
aps. For z > 1 fractional, the function produces
ultivalued maps (as shown in Fig. 1). For the
alculation of truly random numbers, the best way
s to use an irrational z [8]. The geometrical place
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Fig. 1 First-return map produced by the chaotic func-
tion for z rational (z = 8/3). When z > 1 fractional, the
function produces multivalued maps.

Fig. 2 First-return map produced by the chaotic func-
tion, for z =�. When z is irrational, the function produces
a scatter of points without apparent order.

of the return map for z irrational is the whole
square 0≤Xn ≤ 1; 0≤Xn+1 ≤ 1; and any point on
this square is also possible for any n (as shown in
Fig. 2). Using the transformation:

Yn = 2
�
arc sin(

√
Xn),

one may obtain [10] random numbers uniformly
distributed on the interval [0, 1]. González and
Pino [8] presented a method for producing unpre-
dictable sequences of random numbers, which was
applied successfully in the present study, for z =�.

3. Numerical procedure

By means of Monte Carlo simulations an evalua-
tion was made of the statistical properties of the
sequences of random numbers using three distinct
generators. For each generator a program was writ-

ten, compiled and run that was codified using the
C programming language, gcc compiler, on a PC
with a 1GHz Pentium III processor, 96Mb RAM, us-
ing the Linux platform. The program is presented in
Appendix A and does the following:

1. Generates n values of samples of random num-
bers, in a finite number of replications R for
Monte Carlo simulation, within a maximum pos-
sible value of � (to be used by the generator as
the maximum limit of the random values gen-
erated by it). The user will supply these vari-
ables during the process of running the program.
In our simulations the following values for n
were adopted: n = 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 1000,
R = 100,000 and � = 1, 5 and 10.

2. Calculates the following items:
• mean, median, variance, standard devia-
tion, maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE)
and method of moments estimation (MME) of
the values of the samples in each Monte Carlo
replication and in 100,000 replications;

• minimum and maximum value among the ran-
dom numbers generated in a population of
100,000 replications;

• moment of kurtosis coefficient centered on
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the sample mean in each Monte Carlo repli-
cation and the distribution of these moments;

• mean, variance, mean squared error and bias
for the values of MLE and for the values of MME
after 100,000 replications.

. Numerical results and discussion

n the present study the statistical tests were con-
ucted for an equal number of values of samples
f random numbers, quantity of replications R for
onte Carlo simulation, and value of � to be used by
he generator as the maximum limit of the random
alues generated by it. Once the 100,000 Monte
arlo replications for each sample size with 5, 10,
0, 50, 100 and 1000 random numbers had been
erformed, and three distinct methods used for
he generation of these numbers, an analysis of
he data made it possible to check the stability of
he results and confirm the consistency of the algo-
ithm developed. Indeed, any work using the Monte
arlo method should use a minimum of two differ-
nt methods of generating random numbers, not
nly in order to check the stability of the results but
lso to avoid surprises arising from the existence of
mperfections in the algorithm of the generator.
Very often it becomes necessary for data to

e summarized by means of a value represent-
ng the complete series. Through central position
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measurements, such as median and mean, a drastic
reduction in the data may be obtained. Median is a
value in an ordered set of values below and above
which there is an equal number of values, or which
is the mean of the two middle values if there is
no one middle number. The mean of the sample
represents the sum of the observations divided
by the number of them. A measurement may be
regarded as resistant when it is little affected by
changes in a small part of the data. This being so,
the median is a resistant measurement, which is
not the case with the mean.

When � = 1, with the use of Marsaglia’s genera-
tor, for samples with the sizes 10, 20, 50, 100 and
1000, both the mean and the median of the val-
ues of the random numbers generated had a value
of 0.5000; with the rand generator, for a similar,
previously considered number of samples, both the
mean and the median of the values of the ran-
dom numbers generated had a value of 0.499. Such
equality between the values of the mean and the
median, found in the sequence of random num-
bers generated by Marsaglia’s generator and by the
rand generator implied that there is a symmetri-
cal frequency distribution of the values that were

presents a flattening that is greater than the normal
curve.

In samples generated by the three generators
with five values of random numbers (n = 5) dis-
tributed in the interval between 0 and 1, the value
of the median was approximately 50% of the value
of the mean. In this case, there is a positive de-
formation in the frequency distribution, such that
it presents a wider tail to the right of the max-
imum ordinate than to the left. This being so,
we may consider that if the size of the sample is
small, there is an asymmetry in the distribution
of the random numbers generated by the three
generators.

At each simulation the value of �, n and R were
set. With the use of the three generators adopted,
for samples of 20, 50, 100 and 1000 random num-
bers, the minimum value of the numbers generated
was shown to be <10−4 and the maximum value
0.9999, if � = 1. The three generators were used
with different � values. In this study the following
algebraic demonstration was confirmed for � values
equal to 5 and 10, which made possible the genera-
tion of random numbers that ranged between 0 and
5 and between 0 and 10, respectively:
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Let Xi ∈ (0, 1) and Yi ∈ (0, �) be random variables.
f Xi ∈ (0, 1) and Yi ∈ (0, �), then Yi is a variable of
he form Yi =Xi�. Let Xi ∈ (X1, . . ., Xn) and Yi ∈ (Y1,
. ., Yn), then their respective mean (X̄), variance
Var) and standard deviation (SD) have the following
elationships:

X̄ =
∑n

i=1Xi

n
, Ȳ = �X̄,

Var X = (
∑n

i=1Xi − X̄)
2

n − 1
, Var Y = �2 Var X,

SDX =
√
Var X, SDY = �SDX.

n the event of an estimation problem, the pur-
ose is to seek, in accordance with some spec-
fied criterion, values that adequately represent
ome unknown parameter �. If �̂ is an estimator of
he parameter �, we understand that �̂ is a non-
endentious estimator of � if, for any �:

[�̂] = �,

here E denotes the expected value. The princi-
le of maximum-likelihood states that one should
hoose the value of the parameter � that maximizes
he probability of obtaining the observed sample in
he particular order in which its elements appear.
n this method the estimations are obtained from
he maximization of the function of likelihood of �
randomly generated in the interval between 0 and
1. Indeed, this symmetry can be confirmed through
the moment of kurtosis coefficient centered on the
sample mean, seeing that there was an incidence
of at least 97% of these samples presenting this co-
efficient with a value below 3.0.

On the other hand, when the random numbers
were generated with the use of the chaos genera-
tor, for a similar previously considered n and �, the
mean and median values of the random numbers
generated were not identical (Table 1), although
the variance was 10−4 and the value of the moment
of kurtosis coefficient centered on the sample mean
in 100% of all the samples was under 3.0. As a re-
sult, the sequences of random numbers generated
by the three generators may be considered to be
a symmetrical distribution, whose frequency curve

Table 1 For � = 1, quantity of n values of samples,
and mean, median and variance of the random num-
bers, obtained from the chaos generator

n Mean Median Variance

5 0.4824 0.2259 <10−4

10 0.4295 0.4514 <10−4

20 0.5204 0.4732 <10−4

50 0.4984 0.4792 <10−4

100 0.4998 0.4864 <10−4

1000 0.5000 0.4987 0.0015
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Table 2 For � = 1, quantity of n values of samples
of random numbers, and mean of the maximum-
likelihood estimation (MLE) in the 100,000 replica-
tions, where M represents the Marsaglia’s generator,
R the rand generator and C the chaos generator

n M-MLE R-MLE C-MLE

5 0.8338 0.8333 0.9495
10 0.9092 0.9091 0.9495
20 0.9524 0.9522 0.9804
50 0.9805 0.9803 0.9873
100 0.9901 0.9901 0.9919
1000 0.9990 0.9990 0.9990

corresponding to the random sample observed, ex-
pressed by

L(�; x) =
n∏

i=1
f(xi|�).

Thus, the sample X1, . . ., Xn was used to obtain in-
formation on the parameter �. Considering � = 1 for
the three generators adopted, in the analysis of the
maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) it was found
that as the size of the samples increases (n = 5, 10,
20, 50, 100 and 1000), the value of the mean of the
estimation �̂ tends to the value of �, as shown in
Table 2.

MLE may be regarded as being an estimation
that has an asymptotically unbiased behavior, see-
ing that the estimated mean value tends to ap-
proach the true value of the parameter. With the
increased size of the sample the MLE becomes co-
herent, so that under usual conditions, if the sam-
ple is large, such estimation will be close to the pa-
rameter to be estimated (i.e. when n is sufficiently
large, �̂ will be close to �). This increase in the size
of the sample leads to a reduction in the value of

Table 3 For � = 1, quantity of n values of samples
of random numbers, and mean of the method of mo-
ments estimation (MME) in the 100,000 replications,
where M represents the Marsaglia’s generator, R the
rand generator and C the chaos generator

n M-MME R-MME C-MME

5 1.0010 1.0000 0.9647
10 1.0003 0.9994 0.9850
20 1.0002 0.9998 1.0409
50 1.0001 0.9999 0.9968
100 1.0000 0.9999 0.9996
1000 1.0001 0.9998 0.9999

squared error (MSE). The MSE of an estimator �̂ of
the parameter � may be expressed by

MSE[�̂] = E[(�̂ − �)
2
].

In the event of �̂ being an unbiased estimator for �,
it is shown that

MSE[�̂] = Var[�̂].

In other words, the mean squared error of �̂ is re-
duced to its variance. On the other hand, if �̂ is a
biased estimator for �, it is shown that

MSE[�̂] = Var[�̂]+ B2(�̂),

where B(�̂) = E[�̂]− � is the bias of the estimator
�̂, expressed by its expected value minus the true
value of the parameter. Let �̂1 and �̂2 be estimators
for parameter �. �̂1 may be considered better than
�̂2 if

MSE[�̂1] ≤ MSE[�̂2]

for any �, with ≤ replaced by < at least for one
v
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the variance of the estimation. Considering that the
variance of a random variable measures the vari-
ability of that variable around the expected value,
when the variance of the estimation is small, the
estimation is, as a rule, close to the value of the
true parameter (i.e. the � value).

On the other hand, considering � = 1 for the three
generators, in the analysis of the method of mo-
ments estimation (MME) it was found that its be-
havior does not appear to be influenced by the size
of the sample, as can be seen in Table 3. However,
as the size of the sample increases, the variance of
MME decreases. In this method the estimations are
obtained by matching the sample moments to the
corresponding population moments.

One of the commonly used procedures for assess-
ing the performance of an estimator is the mean
alue of �. With the increase in size of the sample
t was found in this study that the MSE for both esti-
ators (i.e., the values of MLE and MME) decreases.
he value of MSE tends to approach the variances of
oth estimators, which implies that the MSE tends
o be asymptotically unbiased inasmuch as there is
n increase in the size of the sample. After analyz-
ng the three generators by means of a comparison
etween the calculations of the MSE for both esti-
ators, it was concluded that the MLE is a better
stimator than the MME, as shown in Tables 4 and 5.
Although the cases considered here were

dapted for general modeling, the proposed algo-
ithm may indicate whether a model is suitable for
he representation of a particular biological phe-
omenon. If so, it may be employed to compare
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Table 4 Mean squared error (MSE) obtained from the
maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) for the three
generators adopted

n M-MSEMLE R-MSEMLE C-MSEMLE
5 0.0476 0.0476 0.0476
10 0.0152 0.0152 0.0152
20 0.0043 0.0043 0.0043
50 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008
100 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
1000 <10−4 <10−4 <10−4

Table 5 Mean squared error (MSE) obtained from the
method of moments estimation (MME) for the three
generators adopted

n M-MSEMME R-MSEMME C-MSEMME
5 0.0667 0.0667 0.0679
10 0.0333 0.0333 0.0336
20 0.0167 0.0167 0.0183
50 0.0067 0.0067 0.0067
100 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033
1000 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003

data obtained from a random experiment with data
obtained using a theoretical probabilistic model,
designed for that experiment, in order to ascer-
tain the reliability of such a model. Bearing in mind
that, in the algorithm proposed here, a uniform
distribution of random numbers was assumed, an
adjustment to the algorithm should be made with
the aim of adapting it to the distribution of each
probabilistic model being studied. This requires an
adjustment to the calculations of the methods of
estimation. Monte Carlo methods have become im-
portant tools for many biomedical applications, ex-
hibit strengths in terms of ease of implementation,
and have proven to be especially viable modeling

Appendix A. Algorithm for data analyzes by

The example that follows, quite useful for teaching, illu
in the C programming language was used in this study.

/**************************
* Program: Monte Carlo.c
* Usage: To generate pseudorandom numbers; the

ical

method for problems with challenging complexities
[11—13].

Over the past few years the development of
new methods for generating random numbers has
aroused considerable interest in the scientific com-
munity, and this fact is probably the result of
the immense number of calculations that can be
performed using the Monte Carlo method. Nowa-
days, different codes are used for Monte Carlo cal-
culations at supporting the process of biological
optimization of radiation therapy, and improved
understanding and description of tumor dynamics
[14—17]. The results of the present study demon-
strated that the proposed algorithm appears to be
suited to a great variety of applications in a wide
range of theoretical and clinical biomedical special-
ties, including biophysics, molecular biology, phar-
macology, physiology, clinical engineering, hospital
information systems, medical imaging and ambula-
tory monitoring. Indeed, the proposed algorithm is
suitable for both teaching and research, making it
possible to analyze data obtained in experiments of
randomness.

A
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* the sequences generated is compared, ident
* adopted for this purpose.
* Compiler: gcc
**************************/

// Monte Carlo.c //
the Monte Carlo method

strates how the Monte Carlo simulation performed

statistical properties of
parameter values being
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# include <stdio.h>
# include <time.h>
# include <math.h>
# include <string.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
# define Pi (3.14159265359)
// George Marsaglia’s uniform random number generator //
# define s1new ((s1=36969*(s1&65535)+(s1»16))«16)
# define s2new ((s2=18000*(s2&65535)+(s2»16))&65535)
# define UNI ((s1new+s2new)*2.32830643708e-10)
static unsigned long s1=362436069, s2=521288629;

# define setseed(seed1,seed2) {s1=seed1;s2=seed2; }
// Calculation of square of the function //
double quadrado(double f(double),double l)
{
double k;
k=0.0;
k=f(l)*f(l);
return k;
}

// Redistributes a numerical vector in ascending order. //
int ordem(const void *, const void *);
ordem(const void* i, const void* j)
{

return *(double *)i - *(double *)j;

}
int main (void)
{

// Declaration of variables used in the program. //
FILE *nome;
int i,inter,val inter,ta pop,theta,cma,cme,ci;
double med,sum,Maior,menor,v menor[99999],temp1[999],med1,EMM;
double var p,desv pa,mediana f,mm,v mm;
double EMV[99999],s EMV,mEMV,EMVt,Var EMM,Var EMV;
double EQM EMV,vies EMM,media p,mediana[99999];
double menor p,curtose,vies EMV,EQMEMM,var,var f[99999];
double s var,m var,var qua,med2,momento4[99999],momento4 f;
char arq[20];
clock t inicio, fim;

// Keyboard input of data //
printf(‘‘ \n\n Please type in name and extension you wish to give file

containing the data: \n\n’’);
scanf(‘‘%20s’’,arq);
printf(‘‘ \n Please type in maximum possible value of theta parameter, to

be used by the generator as the maximum limit of the random values generated
by it: \n’’);

scanf(‘‘%d’’,& theta);
printf(‘‘ \n Please type in quantity of replications for Monte Carlo simu-

lation: \n’’);
scanf(‘‘%d’’,& val inter); // Quantity of replications for Monte Carlo

simulation.
printf(‘‘ \n Please type in quantity of n values of samples of random num-

bers: \n’’);
scanf(‘‘%d’’,& ta pop);
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nome=fopen(arq,‘à’’);

// Inicialization of variables. //
inter=0;
med1=0.0;
mm=0.0;
EMVt=0.0;
menor p=theta;
med=0.0;
ci=0;
cma=0;
cme=0;

// Start of Monte Carlo replication. //
while(inter<val inter)
{
inicio=clock(); // Start the clock (to time the execution of the pro-

// gram).
sum=0.0;
Maior=0.0;
menor=theta;
med2=0.0;
var=0.0;
inter=inter++;
for(i=0;i<ta pop;i++)
{

temp1[i]=0.0;

// Marsaglia’s generator: //
temp1[i]=UNI*theta;
// Rand generator: //
temp1[i]=((rand()%1000000)/1000000.0)*theta;

// Chaotic generator: //
temp1[i]=quadrado(sin,(sqrt(2)*(Pi)*pow((double)

INC PI, (double)n)))*theta;
// Generation of pseudorandom numbers.//

temp1[i]=(2/Pi)*asin(sqrt(temp1[i]));
sum+=temp1[i];
if(temp1[i]>Maior)
{
Maior=temp1[i];
EMV[inter-1]=Maior; // Saves the MLE of each sample. //
}
if(temp1[i]< menor)
{
menor=temp1[i];
v menor[inter-1]=menor; // Saves the smallest value of random

// variables of each sample.
}
}
qsort(temp1, ta pop, sizeof(double), ordem); // Calls ordering func-

// tion.
mediana[inter-1]=0.0;

// Calculation of median if there is even number of random variables in the
// sample.

if((ta pop%2)==0)
{
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mediana[inter-1]
=(double)(temp1[((ta pop)/2)-1]+temp1[(ta pop)/2])/2;
}

// Calculation of median if there is odd number of random variables in the
// sample.

if((ta pop%2)!=0)
{
mediana[inter-1]=(double)temp1[(ta pop-1)/2]/2;

}
// Saves the greatest MLE of samples after Monte Carlo simulation. //

if(EMV[inter-1]>EMV t)
{
EMVt=EMV[inter-1];

}
if(v menor[inter-1]< menor p)
{
menor p= v menor[inter-1];

}
INC PI=INC PI+0.00000001;

med2=(double)(sum/ta pop); // Arithmetical mean of the values of the
// samples in each Monte Carlo replication.

med+=(double)(sum/ta pop); // Sum of arithmetical mean of the values of
// the samples in each Monte Carlo replication.

momento4[inter-1]=0.0;
var=0.0;

for(i=0;i<ta pop;i++)
{
var+=(double)(temp1[i]-med2)*(temp1[i]-med2);
momento4[inter-1]+=
(double)(temp1[i]-med2)*(temp1[i]-med2)*(temp1[i]-med2)
*(temp1[i]-med2);

}
momento4 f=0.0;
var f[inter-1]=0.0;
curtose=0.0;
var f[inter-1]=(double)(var/(ta pop-1)); // Variance of the values of

// the samples in each Monte Carlo replication.
momento4 f=(double)(momento4[inter-1])/(ta pop-1); // Fourth sample mo-

// ment in each Monte Carlo replication.
curtose=momento4 f/((var f[inter-1])*(var f[inter-1])); // moment of

// kurtosis coefficient centered on the sample mean in each // Monte Carlo
repli
// cation.

med1+=(double)(2*(sum/ta pop)); // Saves sum of MME of each sample.
mm+=(double)(2*(sum/ta pop))-theta; // Saves sum of differences between //

// moments and parameter theta.
// Conditional tests of moment of kurtosis coefficient. //

if(curtose==3.0)
{
ci=ci++;
}
if(curtose>3.0)
{
cma=cma++;
}
if(curtose<3.0)
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{
cme=cme++;
}
} // End of Monte Carlo replication. //
qsort(mediana, val inter, sizeof(double), ordem);

// Calculation of median of the population of Monte Carlo replications, if
// there
// is even number of random variables in the sample. //

if((val inter%2)==0)
{
mediana f=(mediana[((val inter)/2)-1]+mediana[(val inter)/2])/2;
}

// Calculation of median of the population of Monte Carlo replications, if
// there
// is odd number of random variables in the sample. //

if((val inter%2)!=0)
{
mediana f=mediana[((val inter-1)/2)]/2;
}

s var=0.0;
m var=0.0;
var qua=0.0;
desv pa=0.0;
media p=0.0;

media p= (double)(med/val inter); // Arithmetical mean of the population

// of Monte Carlo replications.
// Sum of variances in each Monte Carlo replication. //

for(i=0;i<val inter;i++)
{
s var+=var f[i];

}
mvar=(double)(s var/val inter);
for(i=0;i<val inter;i++)
{
var qua+=(var f[i]-m var)*(var f[i]-m var);
}
var p=(double)(var qua/val inter); // Variance of the population of Monte

// Carlo replications.
desv pa=sqrt(var p); // Standard deviation of the population of Monte //

// Carlo replications.
s EMV=0.0;
EMM=(double) med1/val inter; // Arithmetical mean of the MMEs. //
Var EMM=(double) (theta*theta)/(3*ta pop); // Variance of the MMEs. //
Var EMV=
(double) ((theta*theta)*ta pop)/(((ta pop+1)*(ta pop+1))*(ta pop+2)); //

// Variance of the MLEs.
vies EMM=(double)mm/val inter; // Bias for the MMEs. //
EQMEMV=(double) (2*(theta*theta))/((ta pop+1)*(ta pop+2)); // Mean

// squared error for the MLEs.
EQMEMM=(vies EMM*vies EMM)+Var EMM;// Mean squared error for the MMEs.
v mm=0.0;
for(i=0;i<val inter;i++)
{
s EMV+=EMV[i];
v mm+=EMV[i]-theta;
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}
mEMV=(s EMV/val inter); // Arithmetical mean of the MLEs. //
vies EMV=vmm/val inter; // Bias for the MLEs. //
fim=clock(); // End the clock. //

// Output of data. //
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n ================================================= \n’’);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Total processing time was %.15f seg \n\n’’,
((double)(fim-inicio))/CLOCKS PERSEC);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Median of the population of Monte Carlo replications:
%.25f \n\n’’,mediana f);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Arithmetical mean of the population of Monte Carlo
replications: %.25f \n\n’’,media p);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Quantity of moment of kurtosis coefficient equal to 3:
%d \n\n’’,ci);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Quantity of moment of kurtosis coefficient greater than
3: %d \n\n’’,cma);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Quantity of moment of kurtosis coefficient lower than 3:
%d \n\n’’,cme);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Variance of the population of Monte Carlo replications:
%.25f \n\n’’,var p);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Standard deviation of the population of Monte Carlo
replications: %.25f \n\n’’,desv pa);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n The greatest value of the maximum-likelihood estimation
(MLE): %.25f \n\n’’,EMV t);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n The smallest value of the method of moments estimation

(MME): %.25f \n\n’’,menor p);

fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Arithmetical mean of the MLEs: %.25f \n\n’’,m EMV);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Arithmetical mean of the MMEs: %.25f \n\n’’,EMM);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Variance of the MLEs: %.25f \n\n’’,Var EMV);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Variance of the MMEs: %.25f \n\n’’,Var EMM);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Mean squared error for the MLEs: %.25f \n\n’’,EQM EMV);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Mean squared error for the MMEs: %.25f \n\n’’,EQM EMM);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Bias for the MLEs: %.25f \n\n’’,vies EMV);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Bias for the MMEs: %.25f \n\n’’,vies EMM);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Quantity of n values of samples of random numbers: %d

\n\n’’,ta pop);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Quantity of replications for Monte Carlo simulation: %d

\n\n’’,val inter);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n Value of theta to be used by the generator as the maxi-

mum limit of the random values generated by it: %d \n\n’’,theta);
fprintf(nome,‘‘ \n ================================================= \n’’);
fclose(nome);
return 0;

}
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